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Abstract- In this paper to handle the mobility of actors a hybrid strategy that includes location updating and location
prediction is used.The usage of Kalman Filtering in location prediction high power and energy consumptions. To avoid the
drawbacks of Kalman Filtering in location prediction, we make use of Minimax filtering (also Known as H∞ filtering).
Minimax Filter has been used in WSANs by minimizing the estimation error and maximizing the worst case adversary noise.
Minimax filtering will also minimize power and energy consumptions.
Keywords- Wireless Sensor and actor networks,, minimax filtering, mobility, power efficient.

I. INTRODUCTION
management scheme for location updates and
location prediction. It uses Voronoi diagrams for
location updation and Kalman Filtering for location
prediction. Kalman Filtering used in WSANs will
cause some problems. The main drawbacks of
Kalman Filtering are it fails to identify the unknown
noise and fails to minimize the estimation error. By
replacing Kalman Filtering with Minimax Filtering
we can minimize the estimation error and it can
identify the worst case adversary unknown noise.

Wireless Sensor and Actor networks (WSANs) are
distributed wireless networks of heterogeneous
devices referred to as sensors and actors. In Wireless
Sensor and Actor Networks (WSANs) the
collaborative operation of sensors enables the
distributed sensing of physical phenomenon, while
actors collect and process sensor data and perform
appropriate actions. Sensors are low-cost, low-power,
multi functional devices that communicate in short
distances. Actors are resource-rich devices equipped
with high processing capabilities, high transmission
power and long battery life. Actors collect the sensor
data and process that data and consequently perform
actions in the network.

II. RELATED WORK
Wireless Sensor and Actor Networks (WSANs)
research challenges and several application scenarios
are described along with challenges for effective
sensor-actor
coordination
and
actor-actor
coordination in [7].As discussed in [2] There are
many challenges in Wireless Sensor and Actor
Networks, especially due to resource constraints. In
[5], [8] the authors considered the issue of real-time
communication in sensor networks. The SPEED
protocol [5] provides real-time communication
services and is designed to be a stateless, localized
algorithm with low control overhead. MMSPEED [8]
is an extension of SPEED that can differentiate
between flows with different delay and reliability
requirements. SPEED and MMSPEED try to provide
real-time delivery of individual flows from different
sensors. None of these papers deals with sensor-actor
coordination or with actor-actor coordination.

WSANs are used in several applications. In some
applications, actors are part of the network and
perform actions based on the information gathered by
sensors. For example, In Distributed Robotics the
task is not completed by a single robot but a team of
collaborating robotics. Information about the
surrounding environment is usually gathered by
onboard sensors and team members exchange sensor
information to move or perform actions.
In WSANs, the sensors distribute the sensored data
after detecting an event that is occurred in the
environment. The event data are distributively
processed and transmitted to the actors, which gather,
process, and eventually reconstruct the event data.
When an event occurred in the environment the data
flows between sensors and actors, this process is
referred to as sensor-actor coordination. Once an
event has been detected, actors coordinate to
reconstruct it, to estimate the event characteristics and
make a collaborative decision on how to perform the
action. This process is referred to as actor-actor
coordination.

Some research papers like [9] deals with the problem
of mutual exclusion in WSANs. In [6], the authors
deal with the problem of “hazards” which consists of
out-of-order execution of queries and commands due
to the lack of coordination between sensors and actors.
To enable a wide range of trade-offs between delay
and energy consumption that controls the wake-up
cycle of sensors based on the experienced packet
delay [13] presents a delay-energy aware routing

Sensors and actors are movable devices in WSANS.
In previous work on WSANs [1], uses location
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A. Voronoi diagrams in location updation
We use Voronoi diagrams in location updates. The
Voronoi diagram of a set of discrete sites partitions
the plane into a set of convex polygons such that all
points inside a polygon are closed to only one site.
For their properties and ease of computation, Voronoi
diagrams are previously used in the area of sensor
networks. In [12], Voronoi diagrams are used to
measure how well an object is moving on an arbitrary
path can be observed by the sensor network over a
period of time. In [13], an optimal polynomial-time
worst- and average-case algorithm for coverage
calculation with homogeneous isotropic sensors is
derived.

protocol (DEAP) for sensor and actor networks.
However, the paper only deals with sensor-actor
communication.
The mobility of WSANs has been handled in [1] with
sensor-actor
coordination
and
actor-actor
coordination using power-controlled energy-delay
adjustment and event preemption for multi actor task
allocations respectively. It also provides a solution for
multi actor task allocation problem by selecting the
best actor team that minimizes energy consumption.
However it uses Kalman filtering in location
prediction, which is having two major limitations.
First, Kalman Filtering assumes that the noise
properties are known, if the system have unknown
noise then it fails to identify that. Second, Kalman
Filtering minimizes average estimation error and fails
to minimize worst case estimation error.

The Voronoi cell of an actor ai contains all points of
the plane that are closer to ai than to any other actor
in the network. A sesor s is said to be dominated by
an actor ai if its location lies in the Voronoi cell of ai.
Every actor is responsible for location updates to
sensors in its Voronoi cell. Each sensor will thus
expect to receive location updates from the actor
which is dominated by that sensor.

The above limitations gave raise to Minimax Filtering
also known as H∞ filtering. The usage of Minimax
Filtering in Wireless Sensor Networks has been
discussed in [3]. The Minimax filter is a robust filter
that minimizes the estimation error by considering the
worst case noise.

The energy consumption for location updates will
drastically reduced with respect to flooding. With a
flooding like protocol each actor sends a message to
its N neighboring sensors. We consider the link
metric E - 2Eelec + Eampdα, where α is the path loss
propagation exponent (2≤α≤5), Eamp is a constant [J/
(bits.mα)], and Eelec is the energy needed by the
transceiver circuitry to transmit or receive one bit
[J/bits]. Each sensor, upon receiving the message,
forwards it by broadcasting again. On this first hop
only, the energy consumption is NA. (NEelec+N
(Eelec+Eampdα+NEelec) =NA. ( 2N Eelec + NEampdα +
N2Eelec).At least we need a message from each actor
to reach each sensor in the network, and the same
message can potentially be relayed to each other node
in the network before it is discarded. This is clearly a
worst-case scenario, but it provides an indication of
the scaling law for the energy consumption. Instead,
provided that each actor can transmit data within its
Voronoi cell, no forwarding is needed, and hence, the
energy consumption is in the order of the number of
sensors (energy needed to receive the update packets).
Hence, the worst-case energy consumption of a
flooding scheme increases as a function order of O
(NS2 . NA), and most of the energy burden is on the
sensors. Conversely, if the actor is able to reach all
sensors in its Voronoi cell in one hop, which may be
true in many practical cases, the energy consumption
increases as a function order of O (NS), and most of
the energy burden is on the actors.

III. LOCATION MANAGEMENT
The network is composed of NS sensors and NA
actors, with NS >> NA. Each sensor is equipped with
a low data rate radio interface. Actors are equipped
with two radio transmitter i.e.,a low data rate
transmitter to communicate with the sensors and a
high data rate wireless interface for actor-actor
communication so that each sensor will route
information to its closest actor, unless an alternative
actor is preferable in case of congestion.
In general location management may follow two
strategies: location updating and location prediction.
Location updating is a passive strategy in which each
actor periodically broadcasts its position to the
neighboring sensors. Location prediction is a
dynamic strategy in which sensors proactively
estimate the location of their neighboring actors. In
this case we used Minimax Filtering for predicting
the positions of the actors for location updates we
proposed location management scheme based on
spatial and temporal domains. In spatial domain
update messages sent by mobile actors to sensors.
Therefore, sensor-actor communications are localized.
Hence in the spatial domain, broadcasts can be
limited to Voronoi diagrams [11]. In the temporal
domain, location updates can be limited to actor
positions that cannot be predicted at the sensor side.
Location updates are triggered at the actors when the
actual position of the actor is far away from the
predicated sensor based on past measurements.
Therefore, actors that moves following predictable
paths.

B. Minimax Filtering in location prediction
Location updates can be triggered at the actors
only when the actual position of the actor is “far”
from what can be predicted at the sensors based on
past measurements. Therefore, actors that move
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yit = Cixit + vit .
(3)
where yit = [yit,x ,yit,y] represents the observed position
of the actor at step t, vit =[ vit,x ,vit,y] represents the
Gaussian noise with zero mean and covariance
matrix R ≥ 0.Thus, the observed position of the actor
yit is, the actual position of the actor affected by a
Gaussian noise.

following predictable paths will need to update their
position much less frequently than actors that follow
temporally uncorrelated paths. In [4], the Kalman
filtering is used for adaptively varying frequency of
location updates based on sensor side previously
received updates.
We further observe that Kalman filtering is used as a
means of decentralized estimation of objects in sensor
networks in [14], [15] and in wireless multimedia
sensor networks in [16] where as in [4], Kalman
filtering is used for object tracking with the design of
a location management to enable geographic routing
in WSANs. In [3], Minimax filtering is used to target
tracking in sensor netwoks. In this paper we
introduced Minimax filtering in WSANs, instead of
Kalman filtering for location prediction.

The Minimax filter provides computationally
efficient set of recursive equations to estimate the
state of such process. The joint use of Minimax filter
at the sensor and actor sides enables reducing the
number of necessary location updates. In fact, the
filter is used to estimate the position at the actor
based on measurements, which is a common practice
in robotics, and to predict the position of the actors at
the sensors, thus reducing the message exchange. The
position of actor i can be estimated and predicted at
the sensors in its Voronoi cell, based on the
measurements yit taken at the actor and broadcast by
the actor. At step t, each sensor s in i’s Voronoi cell
updates the state (that represents position and velocity
of the actor) based on the equations
x^I,St+1 = A x^I,St + K(yit –C xi,s^t) (4)
Where K is the gain of the Minimax filter, the
estimation error is defined by
eit = xit – xi^t
(5)
The Minimax algorithm can be summarized as:
∑t-1 = Pi,st- + C' (R-1 – S-1) C
(6)

Minimax filtering is used to estimate the states of a
dynamic system based on the measurements related
to the estimated states, the measurement model and
the system model. It looks the same as other state
estimators, such as Kalman filtering. However, the
difference is that the system state model includes
fictitious adversary disturbances, which includes
some partially unknown noise. Minimax filtering is a
robust filter that minimizes the estimation error by
considering the worst case noise. Here actors are
assumed to be endowed with an onboard localization
system (e.g., GPS), while sensors predict the position
of actors based on Minimax filtering of sparse
measurements (taken at the actor and transmitted to
the sensors).
The dynamic movement model for the ith actor in twodimensional coordinates can be described by
continuous-time linear dynamic system. In WSANs
multiple sensors and multiple actors are presented.
The sensor nodes have to estimate the position of
actor nodes. From [18] the actor position can be
estimated with the discrete-time dynamic equation.
xit+1=A xit + B wit + dit .
(1)

Pi,st+1 = A ∑t A'+ BQB'

(7)

Ki,st = A ∑t C' R'

(8)

The sensor s predicts the state of actor i before
receiving the measurement (a priori estimate) with
(4).After receiving the measurement the from the
actor yit , sensor s updates the Minimax filter gain Ki,st
and corrects the state estimate and covariance matrix
according to the measurement , using (6), (7) and (8).
In particular (7) updates the covariance matrix, (8)
updates the Minimax gain and (4) calculates the new
state.

Equation (1) represents the state transition equation
for the system describing the motion of actor i
between t and t+1, where xit= [xit ,yit ,xi.t ,yi.t]T
represents position and velocity of actor i at step t; wit
= [ wit,x ,wit,y]T represents the system noise in the
control input; dit = [dit,x ,dit,y]T represents the
adversary disturbance. A, B are the matrices of the
appropriate dimensions with bounded entities.
Assume that the target actor is intelligent and can
maximize the estimation error. Let xt^ denotes the
estimated state, the estimation error is xt – xt^.The
adversary disturbance is modeled as
dt=L(C(xt - xt^)+nt).
(2)
Where L is gain to be determined, nt is Gaussian
noise with zero mean diagonal covariance matrix S>0.
C is the position observed by the actor at step t is
related to the state by the measurement equation

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
A. Simulation Specifications:
OS
Simulator
Topology

: Fedora 9
: NS2
: Wireless
Topology
: 49
: 40 m
: 400s
: 100X100 m

Number of Nodes
Maximum Transmission range
Simulation time
Area of the network
B. Simulation Results:
Network Simulator (NS2) is used for simulating the
existing and proposed systems. NS2 is an IEEE
standardized simulator for simulating Networks.
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In Fig.1, we show a comparison of the average power
consumption in WSANs using Kalman Filtering and
Minimax Filtering with increasing forwarding range.
The power consumption in WSANs using Kalman
Filtering is drawn with green line and the power
consumption in WSANs using Minimax Filtering is
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the power consumed by Minimax Filtering.
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